Vino Bianco.
Inzolia bianco di {sicilia} I.G.T

12.5%
Bright golden yellow in colour. Intense and elegant wine a bouquet of ripe
exotic fruit. Harmonious with a pleasant acidity and good persistence
Well suited with starters and fish.
Per glass

£14.90

Normanno Nerello Rose I.G.T

12.5%
This rose wine has a background of peach and spices, a warm nose,
Good on the palate with a nice balanced acidity.

£14.90

Orvierto Amablie D.O.C

12%
A medium sweet wine. With a hint of honey, grapey flavours and
A gentle sweetness and fruity aroma, Italy’s most popular medium
White wine.

£16.90

Pinot Grigio del Veneto I.G.T

12%
Dry but crisp and firm in structure, with an intense and typical
Aroma. Pinot grigio is considered one of the classic Italian white
Wine.
Per glass

£17.50

Aldiano Trebbiano D’Abruzzo D.O.C.G

13%
100% Trebbiano. Undoubtedly one of the regions best wines. Good
Intensity and persistence on the nose, distinguished and balanced
On the palate and fabulous structure.

£22.90

Gavi di Gavi D.O.C.G

12.5%
One of piemonte’s leading white wines. This small, family run estate
Produces a prime example, a refined but intense, tangy dry white with
An intriguing hint of lime.

£24.50

I Piani rose I.G.T Sardinia

12%
This Sardinian rose has an extraordinary freshness, very clean with a flowery
Nose, fresh and very inviting.

£16.90

Prosecco Brut

£25.50

12.5%
Prosecco is a dry Italian sparkling wine, known as Italian Champagne
Just easier to drink

£4.40

£4.90

Vino Rosso
Normanno nero d’avola {Sicilia}

13%
Bright ruby with purple tones. Intense nose with berry fruit
Aromas. Medium weight with forward fruit flavours and a silky
Texture.
Per glass

£14.90

Chianti Aretini D.O.C.G

12.5%
Ruby red, clean plumy fruit, mid bodied with balanced tannins
On the finish.
Per glass

£16.50

Merlot Del Veneto

£17.90

£4.40

£5.10

Bright red colour, Complex nose, Which is none the less the
fresh and fruity with agreeable hints of ripe red cherries.
A delicious even thirst-quenching wine. A light brilliant style with
Clean aromas of fresh fruit. Above all it has remarkable refreshing
Elegance.

Chianti Rieserva

£19.50

Ruby red colour with reflexes tending towards garnet, Its smell is
Vinous, clear with hints of vanilla and toasted bread; it presents hints
Of balsamic and spicy smell, The flavour is dry, sapid, slightly tannic
And well structured.

Valpolicella Rio Albo Ca’Rugate

12%
Fermented with its own skins for a period of 7-12 days then aged at
A controlled temperature. Ruby red colour with a hint of blackberrys
And cherries, persistent and intense. Its taste is soft, slightly tannic
And sapid.

£19.50

Dolcetto D’Alba D.O.C.

13.5%
Superb deep colour, intense perfumed with raspberry and violet,
Concentrated sweet fruit , leading to a firm, ripe, mouthful of soft
Red fruit flavours.

£19.90

Aldiano montepulciano D’Abruzzo D.O.C.

£25.90

13.5%
The potential of Montepulciano grapes is fully expressed, revealing
Typical aromas of ripe plum and liquorice spicy notes with great
Character, long lasting, full bodied, ripe and round.

